"I Think More of My Wife and Mother Than Of My Life," Frank Said.

HAD BEEN ASKED IF GUILTY

Made No Plea for Mercy and Was Cool and Stoic—Wild Scenes Around Body.

PROTECTION FOR LYNCHERS

Mariatia Determined None Shall—Governor Offers $500 Reward for Slayers.

How Marietta Regards the Killing of Frank

FROM A Staff Correspondent.

MARIETTA, Ga., Jan. 19—The mother of Leo Frank will not be moved by the law if it be to be honored in her court when the trial begins. No Jury to Cobb County would convict the murderers of Frank. There will be no disorder; the whole proceeding is simply to have them punished. Lynchings are usually done with order, method, and precision, although it may happen that they are done with order, method, and precision, and that the mob simply took the law into their own hands.

Peter M. Moore, Atlanta, Jan. 19—Staff Correspondent.

Leo Frank lynched here yesterday. Come quick and see the Wild Scene. H. H. LOOYEN, Chief of Police.
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Frank Bonnie as He Faced Death

Nashville, Tenn.

Frank, the Negro lynch victim of the lynching at Milledgeville, Ga., was executed last night at the age of 46.

On Tuesday, June 1, 1884, Frank was arrested and charged with the murder of Mary Phagan, a young Jewish girl. The lynching occurred in Atlanta, Georgia, on June 21, 1884.

Frank was convicted of the murder of Mary Phagan and sentenced to death. He was executed by hanging on July 7, 1884, despite widespread protests and appeals for clemency.

The lynching of Frank Bonnie was one of the many lynchings that took place in the United States during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These lynchings were often targeted at African Americans and were carried out by mobs of white people.

Since Frank's execution, there has been a movement to recognize and address the legacy of lynching and its impact on communities and individuals. The lynching of Frank is a reminder of the violent history of lynching in the United States and the ongoing work to address its effects.